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Amy (she/hers) Treaty 6 (Edmonton, AB): Finding your niche is harder than it feels like it 
should be!

 

Marsha Sims: I realized that either I didn't understand the homework properly, or that I 
couldn't figure out how to fit my niche statement into the sentence.  And, that I didn't 
really know what else I was supposed to do.


Beth SoulFire: I loved the How To Start questions. Those things are in our 
subconscious but now I have those three little awesome guiding words!


Francesca Elisia: My client's breaking point and my perfect moment to connect with 
them is becoming clearer


Ifalase: Even when I find it, I keep doubting myself, and wanting to find 'easier niches’


Stephanie Jenkins: Love the spiral language. Helps me to approach niching as a work 
in process, an act of discovery, an on-going journey. Realizing that this will take time 
and will be organic and exploratory.


Beth SoulFire: What is the one thing you'd say you would be 

"the one way" we'd know for sure we have our clear niche


Cynthia Curry: I loved the little circles because that made perfect sense to me, the over 
arching theme of who I work with and the narrowing down to smaller more defined sets


Simon Oats: I’ve been sketching a marketing strategy which is helping me to see what 
I need to work on in what order - this is not my natural way to approach things (which 
normally looks like chaos) but it's really calming my marketing anxiety


Sandy Gee: I realised a way in which I can be overbearing and insensitive - actually too 
pushy, kind of posturing - that I just hadn’t realised - its when I’m feeling off base and 
insecure and haven’t caught that in myself. I’m now really committed to greater 
awareness there - I really do not want to be that way and I see how I need to be more 
in myself and actually more in my own vulnerability


Daniela: Then again, there is that situation where you think you have found it only to 
realize that there is yet another facet which makes you go back to the start. It feels a bit 
like running in circles, and it's not necessarily a bad thing.


Tad Hargrave: Non-Members - Resources Page: 

https://marketingforhippies.com/mfh101-resources/ 


https://marketingforhippies.com/mfh101-resources/
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Tad Hargrave: Members:

https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/mfh-101-30-day-online-program-welcome-
how-to-get-prepared 


Stephenie Farrell: I feel like I've found my niche, but it feels really difficult and makes 
me doubt how logistically  to facilitate my clients transformation they  are looking for


Marsha Sims: What is the difference between niche and target market?  I thought they 
were the same!


Tad Hargrave: Post Below Your Latest Version Of Your Target Market: Then review the 
target markets below and rank them from 1-10 based on clarity. 10 means you know if 
you’re in that group or not and you can likely picture someone who fits in that groups. 1 
means that you have no idea who they’re referring to. 

https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/23270344


Cyndie Kramer: 9


Francesca Elisia: 7


Anthony Trahair: 8


Olivier Severs: 7-8


Stephenie Farrell: 9.2


Stephanie Jenkins: 6.5


Clara Miller: 8


Beth SoulFire: 3 and 8


Sandy Gee: 6


Marsha Sims: 6


Daniela: 9.2


Sarah Sea: 8.92


Cynthia Curry: 9


Janet Hill: 6.5


https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/mfh-101-30-day-online-program-welcome-how-to-get-prepared
https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/mfh-101-30-day-online-program-welcome-how-to-get-prepared
https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/23270344
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Mea Voce: 9


Sarah-Lu Baker: 7.5-ish


Annie Blackstone: 5.8


Ifalase: 8 overall


Amy (she/hers) Treaty 6 (Edmonton, AB): 8 and 9s


Nala Walla - MAC: Oy vey, my average was a 5 or 6


Heather Unger: 7-8


Pat Snow: 9


Tad Hargrave: WHAT DID YOU LEARN?


Cynthia Curry: Its so easy to guide other people


Amy (she/hers) Treaty 6 (Edmonton, AB): Yes, Cynthia - totally echo that!


Sandy Gee: ‘creative misfits’ isn’t a term everyone understands!

 

Patti Fish: I'm shocked that I got a higher score than I expected.


Sarah-Lu Baker: Yes Cynthia!! Haha. And- reaffirms my fear of getting super specific.


Twyla Kowalenko: That I don't have a niche and feel totally resistant to choosing one


Janet Hill: overwhelmed … is too general 😊 


Cara (she/her): Each piece is important in creating clarity... who, what they struggle 
with, and the outcome.  If any piece is fuzzy, you can feel it.


Heather Unger: The questions I've been grappling with myself come through.


Beth SoulFire: I learned - well, more I wonder, if your niche might be the only one who 
really reckonizes themselves in it


Marsha Sims: I thought I had it, but attempting to write it made me realize that I don't 
have it!  lol
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Cynthia Curry: overwhelm is such an 'umbrella' term Janet - people just feel like 
everything - life is too much, the kids, the house, the husband/wife, the job etc

Anthony Trahair: I found that the target niche felt too homed in and the bigger picture is 
still quite specific.


Amy (she/hers) Treaty 6 (Edmonton, AB): Speaking of umbrella terms… is ‘change 
maker’ too vague?


Clara Miller: I may have picked a niche that feels "safe" because I've skipped over the 
resistance that you just talked about


Simon Oats: I’m curious if part of the resistance to choosing a niche, is that as 
humans, we became so successful from an evolutionary standpoint by being amazing 
at niche switching (ecologically)?


Ifalase: I learnt a great deal from seeing other people's niches. I'm going to go back to 
the islands, to create more clarity.


Nala Walla - MAC: I am playing with a niche that just came to me a few days ago.  It’s 
pretty different than the other niches I’ve been working with previously.  How do we 
play with a few different niches rather than just having one?


Tad Hargrave: Diagnosis vs. Prescription: 

https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/topics/6575465 


Beth SoulFire: I feel like I have two niches - one for services one on one and another 
niche for my biggest offers. Example - shamanic energy medicine apprenticeship won't 
always be for healing clients.


Anthony Trahair: Simon Oats: I liked what George Kao said. We still think we are infinite 
beings and can help everyone with anything not realising that we are in finite bodies!


Daniela: I found it interesting that while defining island A for myself and potential 
clients, I have not defined island B very clearly for potential clients. If they have to 
guess it then it can be better defined


Janet Hill: I have just seen that my resistance around niche is money … I want to 
appeal to many Mums. Good to see❤ 


Jerome Braggs: I wonder now if “seasoned spiritual seeker” is too abstract.  If I can 
say it another way


Amy (she/hers) Treaty 6 (Edmonton, AB): @Janet - great awareness! I had a similar 
issue as well. Fear of being seen also snuck up on me.


https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/topics/6575465
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Pat Snow: I can't think of another word for service business owners.


Janet Hill: @amy … good to see that sneaky wound. I call it my witch wound xx


Tad Hargrave: DANIELA: Folks getting older, see signs of aging, fearing chronic disease 
like parents and grandparents.


Tad Hargrave: WHAT COULD DANIELA ADD TO A PACKAGE LIKE THIS?


Cynthia Curry: cook book, breathing and relaxation guide, hypnosis audio


Anthony Trahair: Film Fierce Grace with Ram Dass


Amy (she/hers) Treaty 6 (Edmonton, AB): supplements


Amy (she/hers) Treaty 6 (Edmonton, AB): Food tracking journal


Marsha Sims: Recipe book, Food checklists, lists of what food helps what conditions


Amy (she/hers) Treaty 6 (Edmonton, AB): mean plans


Sandy Gee: Infographic - top tip summary


Simon Oats:	 A 10 day retreat where you guide a small group of people I will love to be 
with through shopping for, prepping and cooking and eating our new diet, in a beautiful 
natural location


Stephanie Jenkins: journal prompts


Sarah-Lu Baker: meditation techniques, somatic offerings, introspective connections 
with other podcasts and practitioners


Marsha Sims: 1:1 counseling, small group coaching


Francesca Elisia: assessment of their current diet


Nala Walla - MAC: I must say, there are at least 4 or 5 offerings listed here that I 
absolutely would love for myself!!!!  Nice job, folks!


Stephanie Jenkins: email/text encouragement


Beth SoulFire: So we start with THE biggest offering or just on of our biggest offerings?
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Sandy Gee: daily short inspirational / info video


Marsha Sims: Pre-recorded classes, Free monthly classes to draw people in

Daniela: Thanks so much, this was amazing. I do offer an assessment and presently 
working on a free mini-course, plus a few infographics


Francesca Elisia: cooking classes


Cynthia Curry: Q&A Sessions


Francesca Elisia: meal prep planner


Pat Snow: This has been so helpful.


Tad Hargrave: HOMEWORK: 

https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/mfh-101-30-day-online-program-week-2-
target-markets-niche-feedback 


Tad Hargrave: 

https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/mfh-101-30-day-online-program-week-3-
premium-offers-start-big-and-scale-back-its-easier-more-inspiring 


Daniela: Thank you, Tad and everyone, this has been just amazing. Lots of great 
learning and food for thought


https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/mfh-101-30-day-online-program-week-2-target-markets-niche-feedback
https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/mfh-101-30-day-online-program-week-2-target-markets-niche-feedback
https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/mfh-101-30-day-online-program-week-3-premium-offers-start-big-and-scale-back-its-easier-more-inspiring
https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/mfh-101-30-day-online-program-week-3-premium-offers-start-big-and-scale-back-its-easier-more-inspiring

